Abstract. It is proved that the infinitesimal look-ahead and look-back o-fields of a random process disagree at atmost countably many time instants.
Theorem 1. ~(t +)= ~(t-) for all but at most countably many t >, O.
We shall prove this through a sequence of lemmas. Let {A.,n~ l} be a dense collection of sets in ~-o which generates ~o.
Lemma 1. The space of all P-complete sub-a-fields of ~ forms a metric space under the metric d(~x, ~2) = ~ 2-nE[JP(A./~,) -P(A,/~2)[].
n The proof is easy.
Remark. This topology was first introduced in Cotter [3] . all completed with respect to P. For n t> 1, t >1 0, define
hn(t) = E[ (E[I A,/:~ (t) ])2]. Lemma 2. (i) t ~ hn(t) is bounded nondecreasin# for all n.
(ii) lims~th,
Proof. (i) follows from the conditional Jensen's inequality and (ii), (iii) follow from the convergence theorems for regular martingales and reversed martingales [2] . [] From (i) above, it follows that each h.(') has at most a countable set of points of discontinuity. Let D c [0, ~) be the at most countable set of points where one or more of the h~(.)'s is discontinuous.
Lemma 3. For t~D,~(t +) = ~(t-).
Proof. For tq~D, Lemma 2 (ii), (iii) imply that
a.s., n>~l. The claim follows from Lemma 1.
[]
COROLLARY 1 r +) c ~(t -) for all but at most countably many t.
Proof. Let {rm } be an enumeration of rationals in [0, co). Define ~-"(t), ~m(t +), ~"(t -), h~(t) as in (1)- (4) 
If X (') is a Markov process, then ~(t +) = ~(t -) = ~(t) ( a= the P-completion of a(X (t))),
at all but at most countably many t.
Proof. Note that ~(t)c~(t+)n~(t-)
for all t~>0. Let t~>0 be such that ~(t +)= ~(t-). Since X(') is Markov, ~(t +), r are conditionally independent
given X(t). Thus r is conditionally independent of itself given X(t), implying ~(t +) ~ r Similarly r -) c ~(t).
[] It is conjectured that the conclusions of Corollary 2 hold even in absence of the Markov property. If true, this result will have important implications in stochastic control theory [1] . We conclude with an example to show that one cannot improve on Theorem 1 in general. 
X21(t ) = w2i[ (t --ri) + ],i >>. 1,

X2i_l(t)=w2i_l[(t--ri)-'], i~ l,
for t~[0, 11. Then it is easy to see that ~(t +), ~(t-), ~(t) are the P-completions of riG, + (t), FIG~-(t), FI G~ respectively, where G+, (t), G~ (t), G~ are as described Remark: One may replace X(.) above by a real valued process without altering the conclusions by virtue of the isomorphism theorem for Polish spaces (Theorem 2.12, p. 14, of [4] ).
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